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 Red Bull Erzbergrodeo 2022: the race for the last starting spots is on 
 

Only a few race entries are still available for the Red Bull Erzbergrodeo, held from June 16th to 19th 2022. 

Race promotor Karl Katoch now raffles 5 breathtaking helicopter flights over the Erzberg compound 

amongst all new rider registrations until May 15th! 

 
Enzersfeld, April 2022 

It’s only 55 days until the Red Bull Erzbergrodeo 2022 will gather thousands of ambitious offroad motorcycle riders from all over the world at the massive 

stage of the Styrian Erzberg in the heart of Austria. Preparations for the World Xtreme Enduro Supreme, which will also be part of the FIM Hard Enduro 

World Championship for the first time, are well on their way. After a 2-year break due to COVID-19, the 26th issue of the world’s unique motorcycle 

offroad festival is fervently awaited by competitors and fans. 

 

Register now and win yourself a spectacular helicopter flight  

The race promotors will raffle a 5 helicopter flights over the event compound amongst all Enduro athletes which will register for a race entry until the 

15th of May. To see the impressive Erzberg compound from a birds eye view surely ranks amongst the most breathtaking experiences at the “Iron 

Giant” and offers the unique opportunity to have a look at the racetracks of Blakläder Iron Road Prologue and Red Bull Erzbergrodeo from above. 

 

Red Bull Erzbergrodeo Mastermind Karl Katoch explains why there are still some starting spots left for the first time in the events long history: “Due to 

lots of Corona-related restrictions over the past two years, there is still some insecurity and doubts if and under which circumstances big events can be 

held in Europe. The Red Bull Erzbergrodeo has all lights put on green, so we want to offer an additional incentive to all indecisive Enduro riders and 

maybe ease their decision to race the Iron Giant.” 

 

The app. 10-minutes long helicopter flights can be done from Thursday to Saturday. The eventual winners will be advised by written notice and receive 

their helicopter voucher together with their starting documents at the rider registration on site. 

 

Red Bull Erzbergrodeo COVID-19 guarantee 

The Red Bull Erzbergrodeo offers all competitors a 100% money back guarantee in the event of a COVID-related cancellation of the event or a travel 

warning of the highest level when entering Austria. „If the Red Bull Erzbergrodeo 2022 has to be canceled by the organizer due to the Corona pandemic, 

every starter will receive the full entry fee without any deductions. If there is a travel warning of the highest level against Austria from the home 

country of the starter due to the corona pandemic and therefore entry to Austria or the Eisenerz / Erzberg region is not possible or the re-entry into the 

home country is therefore subject to quarantine the starter will receive the full entry fee without any deductions, in case of cancellation by the 

starter.“, Karl Katoch explains. 

 

 

With kind regards, 

Martin Kettner 

Red Bull Erzbergrodeo Press/Media-Service 

 

 

Videos Red Bull Erzbergrodeo at www.redbull.com/erzbergrodeo 

Photo-Download (free of charge) for editorial use  www.gepa-pictures.com 

HD-Videos (News, Clips,...) and high-res pictures for editorial use at www.redbullcontentpool.com 

 

www.facebook.com/redbullerzbergrodeo 

www.instagram.com/redbullerzbergrodeo 

www.youtube.com/redbullerzbergrodeo 
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